
The smallest, isolated and
perhaps the most
picturesque hamlet of Val
Vestino.
Cadria is a fraction of the
Municipality of Magasa.
A tiny cluster of houses
of patriarchal origin,
placed in a dominant
position towards the final
part of the winding valley
of the Droanello stream.
Ancient settlement of
Celtic populations, it
owes its name to the
term Cader (mountain).
Noteworthy is the small
church dedicated to San
Lorenzo, located at the
foot of the town.

CADRIA, THE SMALLEST VILLAGE



Welcome to Cima Rest!
A corner of paradise
between Lake Garda
and Lake Idro. Here you
can experience an
unforgettable
experience: hiking,
mountain biking,
running and a lot of
joie de vivre.The barns
of Cima Rest and Denai
can be booked to
spend as long as you
want, a week, a
weekend or even just a
night in contact with
one of the most
beautiful environments
in the Brescia Alps.

CIMA REST E DENAI
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The thatched barns of Cima
Rest and Denai are unique
throughout the Alps and bear
witness to a very ancient
culture. Do you want to be
rented for weekends or weeks
to spend an adventure in
unspoiled nature.



Before embarking
on the journey, it is
always advisable to
take some
precautions, such
as: notify the barn
manager of the
path you want to
take, stock up on
water based on the
length of the route,
suitable clothing
and commensurate
the effort with
physical preparation

IL TREKKING A CIMA REST
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Trekking to Cima Rest is an
established sport, in collaboration
with CAI Salò. Cima Rest is an
excellent starting point for
excursions of all kinds: from
romantic walks in the woods to
trekking for expert hikers, from
nature trails to historical ones


